Quantifying SOA Production
To quantify SOA production in the smog chamber we corrected the measured concentrations of suspended particles for (a) the loss of organic particles and vapors to the chamber walls, (b) the increase in the particle loss rate for experiments in which nucleation occurs, and (c) the lower particle detection efficiency by the aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS) for particles smaller than about 60 nm. Wall-loss corrections (1) are important in every experiment, whereas corrections for (b) and (c) are significant only for experiments when photooxidation induced nucleation, causing chamber concentrations to be dominated by smaller particles. Correction (a) is described below; corrections (b) and (c) are described in the SI.
Organic particles and vapors are lost to the chamber walls as a function of time, and total OA is the sum of the measured (via the AMS) suspended mass plus the mass of organics on the chamber walls
Organics may be lost to the chamber walls as particles or vapors. Loss of organic particles is treated as a first-order process [31] with a rate constant determined from the decay of BC measured by the aethalometer ( ) = 0 where C is the BC concentration at time t, C o is the initial BC concentration and k is the wall-loss rate constant. The wall-loss rate constant depends on the size and composition of the particles, turbulence in the chamber, the size and shape of the chamber, and particle charge [32] . Therefore, it was determined for each experiment by fitting each time series of BC data. The average particle wall-loss rate for all the experiments was -0.400±0.095 hr -1 (i.e., after approximately 2.5 hr the BC concentration decreased to 37% of its initial value). For experiments without enough BC to calculate a rate constant the decay of (1) sulfate from the seed particles, (2) nitrate, (3) organics after photo-oxidation or (4) total PM after photo-oxidation was used.
Using BC (or any of the other species) as a tracer for wall-loss assumes that it is internally mixed with the OA. This assumption was valid for most experiments because the size resolved data (SMPS and AMS) only showed growth of the primary mode aerosol. However, in a few experiments significant particle mass was formed from nucleation. Therefore, in these experiments it was necessary to adjust the wall-loss rate to account for the more rapid loss of smaller nucleation mode particles.
It is possible that SOA production during our experiments could cause interference with the BC measured with the aethalometer at 880 nm, thereby complicating our reliance on this instrument for determining wall-loss rates. To investigate this possibility we performed similar experiments in 2011, using a single particle soot photometer (SP2, DMT, Inc.) operating in parallel with the aethalometer. The results from the two instruments showed excellent agreement: average difference between the wall-loss rates calculated from the aethalometer and the SP2 was 4% (n=8). The two instruments operate according to entirely different principles: the aethalometer measures light adsorption caused by BC collected on a filter, whereas the SP2 measures the laser-induced incandescence of individual BC particles. The close agreement between them strongly indicates the robustness of the BC values we used to calculate wall-loss rates.
The loss of condensable organic vapors to wall-bound particles is constrained by considering two limiting cases: the first (Method #1) assumes that no organic vapors condense to wall-bound particles, and the second (Method #2) assumes that organic vapors remain in equilibrium with both wall-bound and suspended particles. The loss of organic vapors directly to the chamber walls (in distinction to their loss to wall-bound particles) is highly uncertain, and in keeping with virtually every other chamber study in the literature, we do not account for it here. If it were included, it would increase our estimate of SOA production.
Method #1 provides a lower bound estimate of the SOA mass production; it is equivalent to the "ω = 0" correction utilized in previous studies [14, 17] . Method #1 assumes that mass transfer resistance to the walls is much greater than to the suspended particles. This is a reasonable assumption since condensable vapors are in continuous, intimate contact with suspended particles, whereas their interaction with wall-bound particles is likely to be far less frequent. A consequence of this wall-loss assumption is that suspended and wall-bound particles may have different compositions.
Assuming no loss of vapors to the walls in Method #1, the rate at which OA mass is lost to the chamber walls is where OA sus is the AMS-measured (i.e., suspended) OA mass at time t and k is the negative wallloss rate constant of black carbon [14] . The total OA in the chamber is calculated by numerically integrating equation (2) and adding the calculated OA lost to the wall to the measured OA concentration (equation (1)).
Method #2 assumes that particles lost to the walls during an experiment remain in equilibrium with the vapor phase. This case corresponds to the "ω = 1" correction [14] . The total OA mass at time t is equal to the suspended particle mass scaled by the ratio of the initial black carbon concentration to the black carbon concentration at time t where C o is the initial black carbon concentration and C t is the measured black carbon concentration at time t. As only suspended OA is referenced in equation ( 3 ) the PM on the wall and in suspension has the same composition.
In experiments with low BC concentrations, the total OA estimates from Method #2 can be noisy due to their inverse dependence on BC in equation ( 3 ). For such experiments, we implemented Method #2 using the previously described exponential fit to the BC data rather than the actual BC data themselves, where k is the negative wall-loss rate constant of black carbon.
Experiments of Weitkamp et al. [14] indicate that the rate of vapor uptake to particles on the walls is the same as the rate for suspended particles (Method #2), suggesting that the mass transfer resistance of organic vapors to wall-bound particles is comparable with that to suspended particles. Equation ( 3 ) and Equation ( 4 ) indicate that in Method #2 the loss of organic vapors to particles on the walls scales with the mass fraction of particles on the walls to particles in suspension. Initially (before any particle loss) there is no loss of vapors to wall but it increases as an experiment progresses. Therefore, estimates based on Method #1 and #2 diverge as more particles are lost to the wall, and the uncertainty in the observed SOA production increases as an experiment progress [33] . Given this increasing uncertainty, we imposed a 5:1 upper bound on the ratio of OA on the wall to suspended OA. This condition was binding in less than half the experiments, and when it was binding, it was typically only later in the experiment after 1.5-2.5 hours of photo-oxidation. The average and range of OA from Methods #1 and #2 is reported in the results.
Stringent regulations for new gasoline vehicles has lead to organic gas-phase emissions that approach ambient levels; thus, it is important to distinguish between SOA produced from vehicle emissions and SOA production from organic gases desorbing from the CVS, transfer line and chamber wall or from ambient organics in the dilution air. The correction for the blank SOA production and supporting experimental data are presented in detail in the section of the main text under the heading Primary Emissions and Secondary Production from Chamber Vehicles.
Wall-loss Rate Correction for Nucleation
Particle loss to chamber walls is a size-dependent process (smaller particles are lost faster); therefore, in experiments where a major fraction of the particle mass is created during a
nucleation event, we must modify the wall-loss rate to account for the more rapid loss of nucleation mode particles compared to BC (which is in the accumulation mode). In these cases a large fraction of the OA mass is not internally mixed with BC. Nucleation was an important factor in four of the chamber experiments. In the LEV1-1.5, LEV1-5.2, LEV2-1.2 and LEV2-2.1 experiments between 40% and 99% of the total OA mass in the chamber was in the nucleation mode within minutes of turning on the UV lights.
To illustrate the contribution of nucleation to the particle mass in the chamber, Figure S .2 and Figure S.3 present particle size distributions for experiments in which nucleation contributes negligibly and significantly to the total OA mass, respectively. Particle number and mass distributions for the LEV1-6.2 experiment at four different time points are shown in Figure S. 2. This was a high emitting vehicle; the primary PM concentration in the chamber after the vehicle driving cycle (from SMPS measurements, assuming unit density) was approximately 13 µg m -3 . While nucleation does occur in this experiment-as evidenced by the large peak at about 20 nm in the number size distribution-only 3% of the particle mass is in the nucleation mode ten minutes after nucleation. Most of the secondary mass condenses onto accumulation mode particles. Nevertheless, the growth of the nucleation mode particles toward the primary mode still results in a shift in the mass distribution to smaller sizes than before nucleation, but it is slight and should not impact wall-loss estimate from the BC data significantly.
In contrast, Figure S .3 presents the size distributions for the LEV1-5 vehicle, a lowemitting vehicle. The primary PM concentration in the chamber after the vehicle driving cycle (from SMPS measurements, assuming unit density) was approximately 2 µg m -3 . In Figure S .3, the nucleation peak at 20 nm, formed -0.19 hr after the UV lights were turned on, completely dominates both the two primary particle number concentrations (the pre-nucleation number concentrations lie very close to the x-axis and can't be readily discerned in the figure because of the size of the nucleation peak) and the two primary particle mass concentrations. In this experiment, the nucleation mode contributed 63% of the total particle mass within 0.19 hr after lights on. The mass distribution for the LEV1-5 vehicle on the right side of Figure S .3 shows a major shift in the mass median diameter from about 190 nm for the primary PM emissions at t=0 h to about 32 nm at t=0.19 h occurs. Because of the dominant nucleation mode in this experiment, the wall-loss rate of BC in the 190 nm primary mode is not a good model for the nucleated particles; if the BC wall-loss rate were used to estimate the loss of the nucleated organics, we would substantially underpredict the actual SOA production. In the four experiments where the nucleation mode contributes more than 25% of the suspended aerosol mass, we corrected the wall-loss rate, k, for particle size. Our approach assumes that wall-loss of nucleation mode particles is governed by Brownian diffusion. Crump and Seinfeld derived an expression for the size-dependent wall-loss rate for particles in a spherical chamber of radius R ( 1 ) where D is the Brownian diffusivity for particles of diameter D p , k e (units of time -1 ) is a function of the turbulent kinetic energy in the chamber, ν s is the gravitational settling velocity of the particle (negligible for nucleation mode particles) and D 1 (…) is the Debye function [48] .
Equation ( 1 ) indicates that the wall-loss rate scales with the square root of diffusivity, which in turn, is inversely proportional to particle diameter [32] . We therefore scale the wallloss rate of the nucleation mode, k nuc , using the wall-loss rate of the primary mode, k, and the diameters of the nucleation mode, d nuc , and the primary mode, d
Figure S.4 illustrates the impact of correcting for the more rapid loss of nucleation mode particles on the organic aerosol estimates. There is ≈20% increase in OA when the nucleation correction is employed with wall-loss correction method #1 and about a ≈50% increase for Method #2. The relative changes shown in Figure S .4 are comparable for the other experiments with a significant nucleation mode. 
AMS Corrections: Comparison with SMPS Measurements
Theoretically, the sum of the PM mass from the non-refractory components (measured by the AMS) and BC (measured by the aethalometer) should be equal to the mass calculated from the SMPS size distributions. These three sets of data provide two independent methods of calculating PM, but each method has limitations, complicating the comparison.
First, the SMPS measures particle mobility diameter, while the AMS measures mass. To convert SMPS measurements to mass one must assume a particle shape and density. We assume that particles are spherical with average density of 1 g/cm 3 . However, fractal-like particles will cause the SMPS to overestimate the spherical equivalent diameter and therefore overestimate particle mass. While commonly made, the unit density [49] and sphericity [50, 51] assumptions have both been shown to not always be valid for aerosol with high EC (e.g., diesel emissions). After SOA production begins the sphericity assumption improves as the organics coat the primary particles, making them more spherical [52] .
Second, the mass measured by the AMS will be less than the true PM mass due to three artifacts whose product is referred to as the AMS collection efficiency:
where d va is the particle vacuum aerodynamic diameter. The transmission efficiency, E L , of the AMS's aerodynamic lens is size-dependent with a detection window that falls off above 600 nm and below 120 nm [53] . E S is the striking efficiency, which refers to the tendency of nonspherical particles to miss the AMS's vaporizer as they are conveyed from the time-of-flight chamber. E B quantifies the fraction of particles that bounce off of the AMS's vaporizer before they are measured. Bounce is a function of particle phase (solid/liquid), particle acidity and ambient RH, among other factors. For an internally mixed aerosol (which is likely in these experiments once SOA forms), the same collection efficiency should be used for all chemical species [54] . Losses due to striking efficiency appear to be less than 20% for ambient particles [55] .
For the four experiments with substantial nucleation, a large fraction of the particle mass was in the 10 nm < d va < 30 nm range and, therefore, was not detected by the AMS. Thus, the calculated OA production in these experiments is likely to deviate from the true value due to (1) the increased wall-loss rates experienced by nucleation mode particles, (2) the reduced AMS transmission efficiency of particles below the detection window and (3) other collection efficiency effects (i.e., E S and E B ).
In addition to the four experiments with major nucleation events, there were other experiments with somewhat larger mass median particle sizes (80 nm < d va < 120 nm); it was not necessary to correct the wall-loss rates for nucleation in these experiments, but the collection efficiency effects were still important. In particular, some fraction of the particles in such experiments is not transmitted through the lens due to the AMS's size-detection limitations. Figure S . 5 presents an example of such an experiment. It shows that the sum of the nonrefractory components and BC for the LEV1-6.2 experiment are approximately a factor of two lower than the mass calculated from the SMPS size distributions (assuming spherical particles and density of 1 g cm -3 ). As previously discussed, while there is nucleation in this experiment Figure S .2, it has only a minor impact on the mass distribution-unlike the large nucleation effect found in experiments with behavior as described in Figure S .3. Nevertheless, as this experiment demonstrates, the AMS detection window artifact can be important in experiments even when the nucleation event is small and does not have a major impact on the overall mass distribution (and thus the wall-loss rate).
We assume that the discrepancy between the sum of the speciated masses and the SMPSderived mass shown in Figure S . 5 is primarily due to E L . While it is possible that particle bounce and/or striking efficiency may be responsible for some of the discrepancy, we cannot readily deconvolve the three components of the collection efficiency, and, furthermore, even if we could, it is not obvious that correcting for them would require a different approach than the simplified approach we describe next. For those experiments with the AMS+BC vs. SMPS discrepancy, we assume that the difference in mass has the same chemical composition as the speciated components. We then calculate a scaling factor, . . , that increases the sizes of the four colored wedges in Figure  S . 5 proportionally such that their sum closes the gap with the SMPS measurement (dashed line). The scaling factor is
where C SMPS is the total particle concentration measured by the SMPS, C BC is the black carbon concentration measured by the aethalometer, ,
, and 4 are the concentrations of organics, sulfate, nitrate and ammonium measured by the AMS. The values for AMS s.f. were calculated for each time step after nucleation, excluding the times when the aerosol passed through the thermodenuder, and then these values were averaged over the three hour UV exposure period. The AMS s.f. was used to scale the AMS data for the LEV1-5.2, LEV1-6.1, LEV1-6.2, LEV2-1.6, LEV2-2.1 and LEV2-4.2 experiments. In these experiments the average AMS s.f. ranged between 1.13 and 2.01, and the coefficient of variation within each experiment was between 7% and 18%. The AMS s.f. was not used to scale the data from other experiments either because the larger median particle size didn't warrant it or because the AMS s.f. was too uncertain (i.e., the COV was greater than 20%). Compound speciated SOA precursor (Fig. 3)? included only in lower SOA yield estimate (Fig. 7) Figure S.6. Log-log plots of individual NMOG species detected by the GC. Points above (below) the trendlines indicate species that were reduced less (more) than the majority of the other species. The lack of significant outliers suggests that the relatively small reduction in SOA production for newer LEV2 vehicles is due to unspeciated SOA precursors rather than those identified by the GC.
